Hope Canyon Recovery in San Diego
California Receives New 5-Star Review for
Addiction Treatment Services
September 25, 2019

Bringing hope to those in need: one of San Diego, California’s premier rehab facilities have received
yet another stellar review from a satisfied patient who left their thoughts on Google Reviews. Hope
Canyon Recovery, located in 2821 Lange Ave, San Diego, CA 92122 continues to tackle substance
abuse and addiction—one patient at a time.
Michael Frigon had this to say about Hope Canyon Recovery: “Hope Canyon Recovery was and is
still to this day the best rehabilitation center I have ever been to. The staff is amazing and very
compassionate about what they do. If it were not for Hope Canyon, I would not be the man I am
today.”
“This program completely changed my whole perspective on multiple things. My life has been so
much better since I have left this program. Brandon, the owner, is an amazing and very kind-hearted
individual who really cares about your comfort levels at his program,” Frigon added. “I appreciate him
and the whole staffing team there at Hope Canyon. Nadia is a wonderful case manager and Sahra
was stage best nurse! Very kind and loving people. I am so grateful for all they have done for me and
I can proudly say I am 6 months sober today because of Hope Canyon’s help! Highly recommend this
facility.” Click the link to read his review on Hope Canyon Recovery in San Diego.
For Americans under the age of 50, substance abuse and addiction is now the leading cause of
death. An epidemic of prescription drug abuse currently affects the country, and overdose is now a
major public health concern. Hope Canyon Recovery understands that addiction can destroy lives,
dismantle families, and ruin communities—and knows that it doesn’t have to stay this way.
Fully accredited by the Joint Commission, this facility is staffed by licensed and experienced addiction

recovery specialists waiting to help patients regain control of their lives.
Hope Canyon provides clinically supervised programs to ensure a client’s safety throughout the
withdrawal process—a stage in recovery that is known to be intense and even life-threatening.
Addicted individuals cannot simply power through this stage on their own. Hope Canyon ensures that
the process is stress-free.
Residential treatment is perhaps the most recognized form of addiction recovery treatment. Hope
Canyon’s residential treatment allows clients to continue their journey towards recovery without
distractions and triggers. Instead, they will be guided by therapists, case managers, and other
addiction recovery specialists ready to offer their support.
Hope Canyon Recovery also offers group dynamic therapy, individual sessions, and life skills training.
Those who need immediate treatment help can call (855) 549-1273 for a free consultation.
Hope Canyon is fully equipped and capable of treating withdrawal symptoms, including other preexisting conditions. The staff physician is readily available to address concerns as the patient goes
through their care plan.
This facility offers a range of services including substance abuse treatment, residential treatment, and
aftercare planning.
Hope Canyon Recovery continues to earn praise because of its full commitment to a safe recovery
journey. Patients can expect a comfortable recovery program that is done in an encouraging and
uplifting environment. Contact Hope Canyon Recovery today and begin the recovery journey.
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